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1

Remarks
Opening the Holiday Celebration

Tonight the program presented by the
Trustees turns to a subject not inappropriate for
the season. Our subject is, in fact, to be brief,
and come to the point directly, our subject is
Christmas, or to be more specific, Mr. Pickwick's
Christmas. As the program proceeds, or goes along,
as it were, you will h ear from each of us in turn
on this subject. What I mean is that, first I,
and then each of the other Trustees, each in turn,
of course, will read a short paper, each one, that
is each paper or each Trustee, inspired, -- if that
word not be too selfserving, -- in short, you are
to hear three short papers written, in each case,
following hard on a re-reading, by the writer of
each paper, of the account of the visit of the
Pickwick party to Dingly Dell at Christmas time.
You may be asking yourselves, as indeed
I wondered when this matter was broached by none
other than the well known medical personage who
graces our little group, why sho~ld we turn to the
works of Charles Dickens at this time and in this
way. Of course there was apractical reason, as you
shall see. For the kindly doctor had in his posses s :
and with the assistance of our member, Mr. George
Stimson, who is quite qualified, I assure you, to
render the assistance, Dr. Aring has a recording of
a reamng, by a famous actor, Mr . Charles Laughton,
of the Pickwick Christmas. Mr. Stimson, or rather
one of his fine sons, has a tape recording player.
Later, after the three papers that I have explained
that you are to hear, we shall end the literary
portion of the program with the playing of the
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recording of the reading, by this famous actor, of
the orig inal literary excerpt that forms the theme
of the contributions of the Trustees.
Now I have told you what we are going to
do, and I have g iven you a very practical reason
for our undertaking to do it. But you certainly
deserve, since this is not just a practica 1 question,
but also a literary, indeed an asthet i c matter, to
have some explanation on that lev el. That is to
s ay, it would not have been appropriate, no matter
how many recordings read by various distinguished
a ctors there might be of, say the multiplication
tables, for them to have formed the theme of our
proceedings here tonight. For who is there who would
assert, save perhaps in the spirit of fun or simply
to start a good humored controversy, that the multiplication tables constitute literature. No one, I
dare say.
So when Dr. Aring made his proposal, I
did not, you may be assured , simply take it up
without some research into the facts and some consideration in the light of my responsibilities to
you . Indeed, 1 assure you that in this matter, my
s ense of trusteeship, one might say of literary
t r usteeship, was alert, and was, in your behalf,
exer cised vigilantly .
For the question came to me, as I am sure
it must be presenting itself to you now: who is
Charles Dickens? And the thought being fathe r to
the word, I immediately, with a glance at our other
trustee , MI'. Miller , asked this question of Dr. Aring .
At first he was stumped . He didn't say a word, but
merely looked at me with an expression on his face
as if he had been struck . It seemed to me that he
h a d been totally unprepared for t h is crucial question .
Ever tactful, Ernest Miller stepped into
the breach . He suggested to Dr . Aring that the question
was put in a Pickwickian sense, and then began to
talk about something else . He soon restored Dr . Aring ' s
equinimity, and though I attempted ~ everal tim~s to
introduce the question which I consldered cruclal
to our deliberations, each time Mr . Mi~ler mana ged to
turn it off . Looking back on our meetlng, I am most
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grateful to Mr. Miller.
After all, it wasn't really
necessary to embarrass the good doctor by pressing
the point.
I could easily and I did, of course, as
I assume did Mr. Miller and Dr. Aring, consult a
suitable reference work afterwards. You will be
pleased to learn that my research has amply confirmed
Dr. Aring's instin~tive feeling.
The work of
Charles Dickens is considered by many, indeed by
most, authorities to be literature, and as such to
be quite appropriate for us to take up.
This Dickens was an Englishman, born in
1812 and died in 1870 -- quite young by our standards .
He has written, or I guess you could say, he wrote,
several books . After early y e a rs as a reporter,
he made a business of writing books, mostly novels,
and they were very popular.
The very first thing he published between
hard covers was called Sketches by Boz , this last
word being a pen name he used early in his career
as a writer, in fact at the be g inning of that
career.
The next thing he wrote was Pickwick, which
came out in serial form in 1837.
The first few
issues were not wildly successful, but when Sam
Weller was introduced, he was an immediate hit, and
by the final installment, 40,000 copies were printed,
and Charles Dickens was established.
In one of the Boz sketches, there is a
salute to Christmas, in particular to the rami~y
gathe ring and to the Christmas feast.
Again, we
see here a happy coincidence. Dr. Asbury, a member
of this club, in fact a long time member of thi s
club who is known to many of you personally, has
obtained the details of the transaction unfortunately
not being a matter of record, an enormous t~rkey.
He has given this turkey to the club., I,thlnk that
point should be made quite clear .
Thls lS ~n out, ht gift and we are all, I am sure you wlll
rlg
,
th'
n behalf of all, very
allow me to even say
lS 0
ture even if unfortuna grateful for this gener~~:ng~~e tu~key. You may be
circumstances have , befa ,t e cres tfallen about the
sure that Russell lS qUl
t you will not allOW
th
whole thine, but I knoW th~ occasion. We certainly
this to put a dam~er ~nthe turkey and I know that
would all have enJoye
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your individual expressions of thanks to Dr. Asbury
will be no less warm, and I certainly know that
none of us will allow this unfortunate contretemps
to keep us from appreciating the biscuits that
Russell has been able to obtain, on very short
notice.
But, of course, we a r e talking about
Dickens . One source calls him the inventor of
Ohristma s , and indeed he is the father of much that
makes up the contemporary spirit of the season .
You will remember that in Christmas Carol, Scroo ge,
on waking from his dreams of the three spirits,
s ends a boy to the sture La bQy d turkey . The
p oint is that it was Ohristmas morning and the store
was open. Christmas was not, in Ohio for example,
a legal holiday until after the Civil War. The
puritans were not great for Ohristmas and there
were severe pena lties for indulgence in frivolous
c elebration. Much of the subsequent literature, and
c ertainly much of current popular attitude towards
t his se a son finds its base in Dickens. Ohristmas
Carol came au. t in 1843 cmd he composed .r LYe short
Christmas novels in all, each issued at just the
right time of year for the market for such things,
showing that Dickens was quite alert in many ways,
not only as a writer. All of us here, of course,
know that love of literature, a feeling that lies
deep within us, and in some even can be seen nearer
t o the surface, need not interfere, in fact, to be
f rank, had better not interfere with the business of
making a living. So Dickens is a person all of us
can admire in many ways, and quite feel at home with.
You will notice, when you get to the portion
of the program where the recording is played,
a ssuming, of course, that Mr. Stimson has better
luck than poor Russell did with the turkey, tha~
Dickens produces prose that is almost overpowerlngly
lush and rich . I had not be en expo sed, for 10 these
many years, to anything but exc erp t s , ~nd I was
.
a lmost physically affected by the C?nSlstency of h1S
writing . What interested me, on gOlng "?ack over
passages is that very little metaphor lS used.
·t~ g is simple and direct.
The voca?ulary,
Th e Wrl In
longer common, lS not
a llowing for a few word1n~Oyet the effect is rich
high flown or arcane.
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and powerful, like a very thick soup, delicious, a
meal in itself.
. Well, this is, of course, supposed to be
merely lntr?ductory.
I must be sparse in my comment s.
attempt as l t were to be more or less laco.nic.
For
you are going to have the pleasure of hearing also
from the others.
That is both Mr. Miller and Dr.
Aring are going to follow me now.
In turn, that is.
One or the other of them, I am sure they know which
will now continue, and I am sure , and not trying
,
just to be modest when I say that each of them is
probably at least as well qualified to discuss this
subject, the subject of this author and this literary
selection, as I am myself.
Robert H. Allen

2

"Pickwickian"

"P ickwickian" our coordinator for toni ght ' s
program decreed when asked the character of paper
he desired.
To find out what he meant I checked the
term "Pickwickian " in my dictionary.
It could mean
"marked by simplicity", I discovered. Now I prefer
to think our leader was not making disparaging inferences on the quality of the papers he might expec ~
from his fellow trustees. So I decided what th e man
really wants is a paper on Samuel Pickwick, or
perhaps a few observations on the Pickwick Club
publications and Charles John Huffam Dickens, author
laureate of Chri s tmas.
"It is," the secretary of the Pickwick Clu
observed, " always interesting to trace a resemblance
between the proceedings of great men." The United
Pickwickians, familiarly known as the Pickwick Club,
was founded a decade befo re the Literary Club . But
the Pickwick Club (hereafter referred to as PC) had
a much briefer life than our cherished Literary Club
(hereafter referred to as L.C.) The chief docu~ent a~
sources for information on P.C. are the succeSSlv e
_
editions of the Posthumous Papers of the Pickwick Ol ~
(hereafter referred to as P.P.P.C.).
The sources of
information on L.C. are the .extensive bound files of
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papers and the studie s of Dr. Eslie Asbury and Carl
Vi tz. These sources I have cited as L.C.P.E.A.C.V.).
Reflection on this alphabetical outpouring leads to
an unintelligible bibliographic equation, P.P.P.C: P.C .
as LCPEACV : LC . Translated to Cobol or some other
computer language, programmed and fed to a 360 I. B. M.
t h i s equation would, I think, reveal an unusual
insight, into what I have not established and I
sugges t tha t a t this p oint' we drop the whole mess.
The Posthumous Papers were issued monthly
beginning in March 1836 and ending in November 1837 .
One of the book collectors I met when I first entered
the book business had as a prized cornerstone of his
ou t standing collection a copy of Pickwick in the
original parts . It had the r equired green wrapp ers
and the whole was housed in a morocco sl ip case.
Th is was a ve ry fancy treatment for twenty I-shilling
pamphlets written by a then unknown writer who
signed himself "Boz ". At the time I viewed t he
pap ers, which would have been about 1930, Dickens
was still very much in vogue with collectors . An
authenticated first edition, first issue set of
Pickwick had sold a t auction two years earlier for
$28 ,000. John C. Eckel, the Dicken ' s bibliographer
was able to say at that time t hat Pickwick "commanded
t he highest price of any prose book in English next
to Shakespeare ." Eckel made a census of authentic
first issue sets and found only 14 copies available,
far fewer than there are Shakespeare folios .
There is no auction record to furnish a
measure of the value of an 18- month run of Literary
Club papers. The cash value would be enhanced if
papers handwritten by our U.S. President members
had been included in our files. Wi thout such obvioU G
tr easures I doubt that the bidding would be spir it ed
for a ll or part of the entire 80 year bound record.
My impression is that 40 years ago book
co l lectors were mor e interested than those today in
wha t constituted a first issue of a first edition .
Those works of Dickens which were issued in parts
at monthly intervals offered a particularly inviting
case fo r a bibl io gEphic detective. Since Pickwi ck
was written and is sue d before its autho r had a reputation,
th e f irs t

installments we re printed in limited number.
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Five hundred copies of the first number were printed,
the type held and at a later date five hundred more
run. Since the first number didn't sell too well
only .five hundred copies of the second number were
run. This is the scarcest of the parts . The sale
of later numbers ran into the thousands and there
was a demand for the early numbers. These were then
re-run, as the publishers stock was exhausted and
minor corrections made. New plates were also required. There are slight variations, therrrore,
which afforded an opportunity for schdarly comparison.
The Pickwick collector , whom I mentioned
earlier became an authority on thes e variations or
points as they are known in the tranp.. Hp. wrote a
learned and lengthy article, later issued as a book,
by the Caxton Club, in which he detailed the importan~
points in the first issue, of the fi rst edition. As
I reca~ l, an important item is whether a shot gun
in an illustration has a hammer or not . Another
point is the existence of a white line between the
gun barrel and thR bRarer's head . Personally, I
find this type of investigation ni t picking . In my
estimation a point more intriguing is why Charles
Seymour, the illustrator of the first two numbers of
Pickwick, after showing Dickens the illustrations
for the second , went home and killed himself.
But this is a holiday celebration and I
must pull Christmas not death into the paper . My
unconsidered judgment is that no one, these days,
reads Charles Dickens except at Christmas time . It
comes about in this way - a committee is aSSigned to
plan a holiday program . There is the usual lack of
ideas and then someone suggests that it wnld be
appropriate to read the Christmas Carol at a holiday
meeting . Examination of the book by the reader-to-b e
generally results in unhappiness for the Carol is
a lengthy story to read at one sitting . Perhaps
Dickens himself realized this for he found reasons
to decline two invitations from Queen Victoria to
read the story to her. Christmas program planners
expect also to find some reference to the religious
significance of the holiday . Instead they find, as
the subtitle indicates, "A Ghost Story for Christmas " .
The subtitle understates the case for Dickens doesn ~ t
confine himself to a single ghoast but adds for good
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measure spirits who seem to be ghosts on special
assignment. The idea of ghosts floating around must
seem a bit out of season particularly to the Christin-Christmas crowd. Mr. Dickens didn't share this
point- oi-view obviously for he has a grave yard and
a ghost as the chief points of interest in his
Christmas chapter in Pickwick . And the volume Holl;yTree and other Christmas Stories has ghouls and other
jolly figures. He described the "Carol" as a
"Ghostly little book to raise the Ghost of an idea
which will not put my readers out of humour." "And,"
he added, "May it haunt their houses pleasantly."
A Edward Newton, an articulate bookman
and admirer of Dickens, called the Christmas Carol
"The Greatest L~ttle :Book in the World ." "Dickens,"
he said, "gave Chri.stmas a new meaning: from being
merely festival of the church, kept to some extent
by Church people, he made it a universal holiday."
If this is true, Charles Dickens certainly deserves
the title I gave him at the beginning of the paper,
author laureate of Christmas. Certainly the bronze
busts which used to grace libraries and schools
should now be placed in prominent places a t Christmas
time in all shopping centers . Fo r the "ghost of an
idea" which Dickens placed in the Christmas Carol
was that it was a season for giving . Sc roo ge found
relief for his spirit ridden soul by disposing of
his nasty savings and enjoying the delightful state
of being a benefactor . Scrooge lived a hundred
years too soon . Today Bob Cratchitt would have a
Marley and Scrooge credit card that WOllld let him
buy and buy, and Scrooge could sit in his counting
house and buy Treasury hotes.
Dickens had another thought in mind in
addition to promoting the joy of giving . He expected
t hat his little book would sell well, as it did, and,
as he wrote a friend, thought it would net him a
thousand pounds. But he gave the purchaser of the
book too much for his money. There wer.e four plates
by a well known artist John Leech. One of the
.
lates the frontispiece, was hand colored. T~e ~ltle
P
,
.
.
d and blue . When the prlntlng
pag e was prln~~dt~~ ~~thor realized 230 pounds, a
bills were pal
t d
quarter of the profit he expec e •
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Although Mr. Dickens apparently didn't
have in mind the dramatic possibilities of the Carol
it does lend itself fairly well to dramatization.
There are at least 3 film versions featuring such
actors as Basil Rathbone and Vincent Price.
The
latest stage version I have noted is the one producea
by the Robert Kennedy theater g roup this year in
New York with Mayor Lindsay as narrator on the opening night.
Since local stores are involving Mayor
Ruehlmann in Santa Claus selection I aSRume we c;:u,
expect other local political figures to get in the
Christmas act possibly as a narrator of the Christmas
Carol . Personally I think John Held would fit the
job better than Gene Ruehlmann or John Wiethe.
Of
course, Charles Taft might do well, too.
It is a tendency or perhaps, I should say
"my tendency" to be a bit condescending about the
Christmas Carol.
It is sentimental to the point of
being mawkish , padded and dated.
Yet a good many
generations read it and wept.
Perhaps it did influeL_the character or Christmas celebrations.
It did giv e
" Scrooge " to the English language, one of those
delightful words whose sound fits its meaning.
Unfortunately, the word doesn't have a Christmas sound.
And in searching for a proper closing line , I though~
it fair to pirate the last phraseof the Christmas
Carol "God Bless Us Everyone."
Ernest 1. Miller

3

Pickwickian in the Modern Idiom

In 1836-1837 Charles Dickens c r eated the
"Posthumous Papers of The Pickwick Club".
These c0I!-tain the lovely Christmas chapter (XXVIII) about whl c~
we are to hear more this evening.
It was Samuel.
Pickwick, Esq., General Chair~an a~d member .of ~lck
wick Club whose name is contalned In the adJect~ve
to which I now call your attention.
Pickwickian is the term applied.to wordS
or ideas meant or understood in a sense ~lffe~ent
from the apparent or usual one. Webster s Thlr~ New
International Dictionary (1963) takes the word In-
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justice as an example, which is merely a Pickwickian
expression for what human beings do not like. Since
the advent of Mr. Pickwick and his friends, and no
doubt before them too, there has been a lot of this
so rt of thing . The definit ion of Pickwickian isn't
f ar removed from that of jargon or inside talk or
"officialese" also known as Washington Choctaw .
(T.M . Bernstein, The Careful Wr iter. A Modern Guide
to English Usage , Atheneum, N.Y., 1965 .) These
smoke signals tend to go awry and become "windyfo gge ry" ,
which stems from a wistful desir e to make learned
sounds or to cover a paucity of informat ion. It is
especially the faintly literate who will not learn
that sense flows in fit words.
There tends to develop a language of a
private kind within groups, who even as teenagers
c oping with confusing endogenous and exogenous signals, forge a mystic bond with peers in an odd and
angular patois . C o~nunicatiDn of this sort may take
precedence until the victim outgrows the misery,
as we say .
The jargon that I learned best was that
of medicine. Here is a lingo difficult to grow out
of . Using it in communication with the uninitiated
often enough results in the situa tion depicted so
s trikingly by Karl Menninger when he said: "They
think they know wha t we think we mean". Some never
develop beyond the jargon, and its use to get in
t ouch with those outside of the guild is distinctly
hazardous.
Another communicatory block is the execrable
sc ript possessed by a fair number of the guild which
purports to clothe their thoughts. Clothes hardly
make the man but the other way round cannot be
ga insayed. i have had a passing in~erest ~n handwriting as a diagram of the unconsclouS, wlth pap~r
as the environment and pen or pencil as an extens~on
of ego . Without referring to the content, t~e
illegible signature ~t the bat!o: of~a~e~~t~;e~~ not
contaln~ a ~e~=v~ ;n accasi~n wondered

legible letter
'lY apparen ·
alwayS rea dI . ht not be directlY

eq

uated WIth

'gnature the more
~lfl~Ug~~~~~t~~gthe less._ ltewg~~~eI~~~ ~~ave to you.
1the cuooss 8 - succesS
a
.
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A business use of words in a different
sense from the usual concerns Madison Avenue,
sometimes abbreviated "Mad".
The eventual goal
being to separate people from their money, the
technique known as the permissible lie aided and
abetted by what Coleridge termed, " a willing
suspension of disbelief", comes into play.
It is
difficult to disagree with Valery that advertising
has annihilated the power of the most powerful adjectives. Consider olives for example, we find
them offered in five sizes, larger than large:
namely mammoth, giant, jumbo, colossal and supercolossal.
It is a vaguely satisfying exercise for
a member of a literary club to take off on cliches
and other gaffes. Let me indict a few.
Practically
no one besides a mathematician has ·an inkling of
what parameter means, yet it comes into increasing
use as a synonym for a variable, a sterling example
of the wistful desire to make learned sounds .
Or take the euphemism "passed away " which could
make sense if death were not natural .
It would be
reserved appropriately to the undertaking establishment where there is a pathetic need to make things
seem not quite what they are .
"Exceptional children
as a designation for the mentally retarded is in
the same category .
Tacking "i-z-e" onto the end of a perfect respectable word does nothing for it.
Personalize
is a horrible example. Neither is there wisdom in
the termination "wise", as for example, health- wise
or work-wi se . These are remindful o.f "Adventuret:l
in Wonderland" where Alice hadnot the slightest ide a
what latitude was, or longitude either, but she
thought they were nice grand words to say .
Also from the sins of passivity and anony mity in writing, and the uses of nouns as adjective s
good Lord deliver us . George Orw~ll wr: o was ~nec:-sy
about the willing suspension of dlsbellef, sald In
his essay concerning "Politics versus.Literature", _
that the maintenance of the true meanlng and.c?r~e c ~
usa~e of words is one of the essentials of clvlllzati~n, and requires our constant vigilance .
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Now for a look at another facet of the
matter. It is, of course, possible to become puritanical about what is proper expression . Rules are
just to take up slack when the brain runs out as
the Papashvillys said in their amusing book "Anything Can Happen" (Harper, N. Y., 1945). Somet ime s
it is pleasant to meander off course a bit and see
the sights, a Pickwickian tack. Language is not
a lways to be pared to the bare bones~th scientific
accuracy, up-to-date phraseology, and the superior
but measured rhetoric so admired by the purist.
One of m¥ friends (the California neurologist Donald
Dalessio) illustrates this point amusingly with a
f ew immortal lines stripped of adornment. Herewith
some of his examples . We are mos t of u s old enough
to appreciate particularly the lines he lifts from
the poem by Andrew Marvel entitl ed "To His Coy
Mistress", as follows:
But at my back I always hear
Time' R winged chariot hurrying near;
wh ich seem to say, "come on baby, quite fooling
a round, we're getting older by t he minu te". The
official revised version of Marvel's lovely phrasing
is:
I am aware that
Time is passing.
quite to the point but hardly as expressive as the
original.
Or take Percy Bysshe Shelley's line from
the poem, "To a Skylark" :
Hail to thee, blithe spirit !
which officially becomes :
Hello, bird .
And finally Leigh Hunt's, "Abou Ben Adhem" :
Abou Ben Adhem (may his tribe increase!)
Awoke one night from a deep dream of peace,
And saw within the moonlight in his room,
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Making it rich and like a lily in bloom ,
An angel writing in a book of gold : the official revised version:

Mr. Adhem awakened
Hallucinating .
Unlike our friends of the Pickwick Club,
members of this august body strive for a golden
mean. We trust a goal of membership inThe Literary
Club is to have a point, and to make it out in 18carat, impeccable, idiomatic Engl i sh . But unmitigat oseriousness is out of place in human affairs, as
Plato observed in his solemn old age .
Matthew Arnold said that an artist is as
good as his civliization allows him to be, although
e enius may rise above it. Dickens, writing during
the burgeoning industrial age with all its degradations, created Pickwick, with the stated intention
of looking upon the brighter and more kindly side
of human nature. Yet Pickwickianism is the product
of its era, and Mr. Pickwick and his friends contributed their bit to the pollution, in this in stance
that of the language. Much as one loves the Pickwi c~
Club, its simplicity and generosity, such are the
uses of adversity .
Charles D. Aring, M.D.

